SMBP Community of Practice
Learning/Sharing Call – August 14, 2019
SMBP CoP: Where We’re Going and Steps Taken

Purpose
• Enhance grantee SMBP efforts by sharing expertise/resources on SMBP best practices and fostering peer sharing to accelerate learning and implementation success.

Resources/Meetings Shared
• Implementation Guide (Overview/Details/Tips/Resources)
• SMBP Section on Resource Hub (guides, videos, resources)
• CoP page on CCI site
  • Meeting Materials (8/30, 10/2, 11/2, 3/18): didactics, sharing
• Dropbox for tool sharing (has 10 tools from 3 different grantees)
• Million Hearts SMBP Online Community: broadens collaboration
On July 22nd, we the opportunity to join RCHC’s Heart Heroes event, featuring Dr. Joseph Humphry from the Lanai Community Health Center, who shared a presentation on self-measured blood pressure.

The presentation slides and recording are now available in the Heart Heroes Dropbox folder.

Thank you, RCHC, for extending the invitation!
Sharing Call Agenda & Flow

Today’s Goal: each participant comes away with at least one new idea to enhance their SMBP efforts.

Agenda:
• Updates from all organizations
• Time to discuss any other topics
• Next steps
Round Robin – Check-In

• What are you trying to accomplish with your SMBP work?
• Where are you in testing and implementation?
• What results and learnings have you had so far?
• What is a challenge you are facing?
• What tools have been helpful in pushing your work forward?
• What are your next steps?
Million Hearts SMBP Online Community

- Register & Access Forums →

• Million Hearts & CDC has created an online community forum, open to all interested in SMBP
• Share SMBP ideas, efforts, and solutions
• Connect with others around SMBP

Search "SMBP" in "available communities" to join.

Next quarterly call is: September 17th at 11AM PST.
Discussion/Next Steps

• Assess today’s call, plan for next

• Please add SMBP Materials to Dropbox

• Other useful supports?
Please take two minutes to provide us with feedback on this session so we can make future ones even better!

https://www.tfaforms.com/4668124